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Under the framework of the Erasmus+
Capacity Building projects in the Field of
Higher Education, AdapTM (Climate
Change Management Through Adaptation
and Mitigation) was addressed at
designing and implementing the new

Master Degree study programme titled
“Smart Environment and Climate Change
Management” (SECCM) in Egypt, and it
currently in its 3rd and last year of
implementation.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES and UPDATES
The AdapTM project has achieved its main and most important objectives, which were
related to the activation and starting of the SECCM Master in all Partner Countries, and
to the implementation of staff and students mobility. Many activities were performed
and results disseminated extensively mainly through the AdapTM Facebook page but
also by making use of the institutional channels of each Universities of the partnership.
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Master SECCM
SECCM is a Master Degree study Programme jointly designed by four European higher
Education Institutions and four Egyptian Universities. The Programme benefits from an
international and interdisciplinary perspective and reflects European standards in the
field of Higher Education. This unique programme is now implemented at Alexandria
University, Arab Academy for Science and Technology and Maritime Transport, Suez
Canal University and South Valley University. The Master combines the different
approaches of natural and applied sciences to study Climate Change, its causes and
impacts with a focus on strategies addressed to mitigation and adaptation.
The Programme prepares high-level graduates with the required knowledge and skills to
work in governmental as well as private institutions and organizations.
SECCM aims to be a pioneer programme in preparing and educating professionals to
manage climate change and its consequences at the local, regional and international
levels, working in a rage of sectors such as environmental, research and industrial ones.
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SECCM
Alexandria University
Open Days

15th and 16th of September 2019

Teaching activities
Starting : 2019, October 26th

Number of enrolled students: 17
Courses of the 1st semester: completed
Courses of the 2nd semester: ongoing

Making contact with the job market: extra activities
The SECCM Master class at
The JOB FAIR
2019, November 23rd
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The Egyptian Ethylene and Derivatives Company
2019, November 28th
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SECCM
Arab Academy for Science and
Technology and Maritime Transport
Open Days
4th February 2020

Teaching activities
Starting : 2020, February 26th

Number of enrolled students: 16
Courses of the 1st semester: ongoing

SECCM
Suez Canal University
Open Days

2nd February 2020

Teaching activities
Starting : 2020, March 7th

Number of enrolled students: 13
Courses of the 1st semester: ongoing
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SECCM
South Valley University
Open Days

18th February 2020

Teaching activities
Starting : 2020, February 22nd

Number of enrolled students: 15
Courses of the 1st semester: ongoing

WHAT STUDENTS SAY ABOUT US
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SECCM Mobility
The AdapTM Project gives to Egyptian and European students the opportunity to travel
abroad to further their learning and improve their employment prospects.
The plan for students mobility is addressed to fifteen selected students from each
Egyptian University (for a total of sixty students travelling), which could travel to Italy,
Slovenia or Lithuania for a two-week study period during the SECCM programme and
before the end of the Erasmus+ project.
Similarly, up to five students enrolled at each European University could travel for a
four-week study period to be spent at one of the Egyptian Universities.
Moreover, twelve academic staff members, selected from the University of Catania,
Klaipeda University and Euro-Mediterranean University, give lectures as visiting
teachers at the four Egyptian Universities, sharing with EG academic staff the teaching
of some SECCM courses, adding value with their knowledge and expertise.

European students to Egyptian Universities
UNICT to AU
Seven students from the University of Catania
spent four weeks at Alexandria University,
attending the SECCM courses and, in particular,
the “Environment Risk Assessment and
Management” class, the “Climate Change” class
and
the
“Meteorology
and
Climate
Observation” class. Students also participated
in extra activities promoted by AU.

KU to AASTM
Five students from Klaipeda University spent
their study period at Arab Academy for Science
and Technology and Maritime Transport,
attending the SECCM courses and, in particular,
the “Climate Change” class and other activities.
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European teachers to Egyptian Universities
UNICT to AU
Two qualified teachers were selected from the staff of the University of Catania to
teach at Alexandria University.
The first visiting teacher taught during the course of
“Environment Risk Assessment and Management” in
November 2019. According to the course syllabus,
contents of lectures included: Definition of risk,
Hazard, exposure and vulnerability concepts and their
measurement, Climate change hazard/effects at
urban scale, Risk management through prevention,
mitigation, compensation and adaptation policies,
strategies and solutions, EU Regulatory and legislative
framework, The Environmental Impact Assessment,
The Strategic Environmental Assessment.
The SECCM class of “Environment Risk Assessment and Management” at AU
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European teachers to Egyptian Universities
The SECCM class of “Climate Change” at AU

UNICT to AU
Two qualified teachers were selected from the staff of the University of Catania to
teach at Alexandria University.
The second visiting teacher taught during the course
of “Climate Change” in January 2020. According to the
course syllabus, contents of lectures included: Impact
of anthropogenic factors on climate, environmentalsocial-territorial challenges, spatial planning and
climate change mitigation, spatial planning strategies,
policy instruments, vulnerability and resilience,
exposure and sensitivity, spatial planning and climate
change adaptation, adapting key-sectors, adaptation
and mitigation strategies and actions at urban scale.
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ADAPTM Events
Second year meeting
11-12 December 2019
All partners joined the Second Year meeting online. Staff members discussed the state
of the art of the Project (main focus on SECCM teaching activities and
Mobility) and next steps to be promoted for the proper prosecution of activities,
especially discussing the organization of international conferences, contents of
scientific publications and contributes to the final AdapTM Book.

Next steps
A special session for the AdapTM Project will be hosted at the INPUT2020
International Conference at the University of Catania.
(9-11 September 2020)
The Adaptm Project session "Strategies and Actions for Climate Change Adaptation and
Mitigation in Mediterranean regions" showcases examples of research projects, policies
and case studies concerning strategies and concrete actions of climate change
adaptation and mitigation at different scales and geographical contexts for the
Mediterranean regions.

CORONA VIRUS
In compliance with all of the containment measures currently being taken at
national levels, activities of the AdapTM Project related to the mobility of
European teachers and Egyptian students are suspended and postponed due to
force majeure.
For the same reason, European students from Klaipeda University stopped their
study period to return their home base from their host location.

Find out more about the ADAPTM Project at
adaptm.eu/wordpress/
And follow us on Facebook
@adaptmproject
Like the page!
[This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects
the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be
made of the information contained therein.]
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